The symmetry groups of attractors for smooth equivariant dynamical systems have been classi ed when the underlying group of symmetries ? is nite. The problems that arise when ? is compact but in nite are of a completely di erent nature. We investigate the case when the connected component of the identity ? 0 is abelian and show that under fairly mild assumptions on the dynamics, it is typically the case that the symmetry of an !-limit set contains the continuous symmetries ? 0 . Here, typicality is interpreted in both a topological and probabilistic sense (genericity and prevalence).
Introduction
Symmetric dynamical systems are common in models of natural or technological systems. For symmetric dynamical systems, attention has recently been focused upon the question`what is the symmetry group of an !-limit set?' We here consider only the case of discrete dynamics.
More precisely, let ? be a compact Lie group acting on R n . As usual, we may identify ? with a closed subgroup of the group O(n) of n n orthogonal matrices, so that the action is simply matrix multiplication of vectors in R n . Recall that a mapping f : R n ! R n is ?-equivariant if f( x) = f(x) for every 2 ? and x 2 R n .
Suppose that A is an !-limit set for the ?-equivariant map f. We de ne the symmetry group of A to be the subgroup A = f 2 ?; A = Ag:
Since A is a closed subset, A is a closed subgroup of ?. The subgroup A has a physical interpretation as symmetry on average, see Dellnitz et al. 10, 28] .
A converse question arises: which closed subgroups of ? can be realized as the symmetry group of such an !-limit set? This has a simple answer for twò classical' cases. If A = fxg is a xed point for f, then A is just the isotropy subgroup x = f 2 ?; x = xg of the point x. If A is a periodic orbit, then A contains the isotropy subgroup of the points in A and is a cyclic extension of this isotropy subgroup. An important observation (both for theory and applications) is that for more complicated !-limit sets the subgroup A may be much larger than the isotropy subgroup of any individual point in A. Recent results of 28, 4, 15] yield a good understanding of the case when ? is nite. In particular, for`most' actions of ? (such as the high-dimensional or in nite-dimensional actions that arise in applications) A can be any subgroup of ?. Furthermore, each subgroup of ? can be realized by an Axiom A attractor 15] and thus occurs in a structurally stable manner. The situation is quite di erent when ? is not nite. Now we can hope to perturb f along continuous group orbits to show that certain subgroups of ? arise as the symmetry group of an !-limit set only in degenerate situations. Hence we are interested in classifying those subgroups that arise typically. These problems are well-understood for relative periodic orbits, 13, 23] . Write A = !(x 0 ) where x 0 2 R n . We say that A is a relative periodic orbit if A is contained in the union of nitely many ?-orbits in R n . That is, if we pass to the orbit space R n =? then A becomes a periodic orbit. We give three examples, assuming throughout that f is smooth and that A contains points of trivial isotropy.
Examples when A is a relative periodic orbit 13, 23] 1. If ? = SO(2) then generically A = SO (2) .
Smoothness, irregularity of dynamics and typicality There are various issues such as smooth versus nonsmooth dynamical systems, regular versus irregular dynamics, and topological versus measure-theoretic`typicality' that are intertwined and require clari cation. The questions addressed in this paper are well-understood for mappings that are measurable 24, 31] or continuous 14]: generically ? 0 A . This includes the case when A = !(x 0 ) is a relative periodic orbit provided x 0 6 2 A. Hence, the expected behavior of smooth and nonsmooth dynamical systems is quite di erent when there is a relative periodic orbit, and it is the smooth context that is required for applications.
Comparison of the two sets of examples above for smooth dynamical systems
indicates that the typical symmetry of A depends on the dynamics on A. Moreover, an example in 12] shows that for`intermediate' situations, such as irrational rotations on tori, the`generic' outcome and the`probable' outcome for A may di er. In this paper, our irregularity assumptions are such that ? 0 A holds typically both in the topological sense (genericity) and in the measure-theoretic sense (prevalence 20]).
In this paper we develop a method for attacking the case when ? 0 is abelian. Our results are particularly complete when the whole of ? is abelian (including Example 1 0 above), as we describe in the remainder of the introduction.
Suppose that ? O(n) is an abelian compact Lie group and that f : R n ! R n is a ?-equivariant mapping with !-limit set A = !(x 0 ). A ?-cocycle is a map : R n ! ? 0 . We form a perturbation of f by de ning f (x) = (x)f(x).
Note that f is automatically ?-equivariant (since ? is abelian) and has the same dynamics as f up to displacements along the continuous part of the group. Let A denote the !-limit set of x 0 under f . Let Z k denote the space of compactly supported C k ?-cocycles. Theorem 1.1 For each nonnegative integer k, there is a residual and prevalent subset Z Z k such that A contains ? 0 for each 2 Z. The de nitions of residual and prevalent are given in x3.2. Roughly speaking, the prevalence property means that A contains ? 0 for`almost every' C k ?-cocycle .
As indicated in 26], Theorem 1.1 reduces to showing that if fs k g is an unbounded sequence of real numbers then the set fs k mod 1g is dense in 0; 1) for almost every 2 0; 1). In the special case when s k = 2 k we have the orbit f2 k g of an initial condition under the expanding circle map g : S 1 ! S 1 that doubles angles. It is a well known fact from dynamical systems theory that almost every point in S 1 has a dense orbit under g. Hence it is natural to use dynamical systems methods for general sequences fs k g and to consider the expanding sequence of maps de ned by g k ( ) = s k .
In x2 we consider such expanding sequences and their generalization to sequences of d d matrices with real entries applied to 2 0; 1) d . In particular, we prove that such sequences are mixing when a suitable expansivity condition is satis ed. This result generalizes (and relies on) a theorem of Berend and Bergelson 5] formulated in the case when the matrices have integer entries. (The theorem of 5] in turn generalizes the classical result which states that expanding endomorphisms of tori are mixing.)
In x3, we give a precise statement and proof of Theorem 1.1. In x4 we obtain fairly powerful results when ? 0 is abelian but ? is not necessarily abelian. Finally, in x5 we generalize our results to include !-limit sets lying in xed-point subspaces corresponding to isotropy subgroups of ?.
Expanding sequences on the torus
Throughout this section, denotes Lebesgue (or Haar) measure on 0; 1) d or T d . Consider the expanding map on the circle S 1 = T 1 de ned by g( ) = 2 . The map g preserves Haar measure and it is well known that g is ergodic. A consequence is that -almost every point has a dense orbit in S 1 under iteration by g. Said di erently, the sequence f2 k g is dense in S 1 for almost every 2 S 1 . Now suppose that fn k g is an arbitrary sequence of integers. We can ask the question: is the sequence fn k g dense in S 1 for almost every ? It is clearly necessary that the sequence fn k g is unbounded and this turns out also to be su cient.
Even more generally, we consider an arbitrary sequence of real numbers fs k g. The sequence fs k g is no longer well de ned but we show that fs k mod 1g is dense in 0; 1) for almost every 2 0; 1) if and only if fs k g is unbounded. We also consider analogous questions on higher-dimensional tori (or 0; 1) d ).
In later sections of this paper, we shall draw heavily on the results of this section. However, much of the time the considerably simpler one-dimensional case will su ce. This case is covered in x2.1 and the higher-dimensional case in x2.2.
Expanding sequences on the circle
De nition 2.1 Suppose that fs k g is a sequence of real numbers and js k j ! 1. Then the sequence of mappings g k : 0; 1) ! 0; 1) de ned by g k ( ) = s k mod 1 is an expanding sequence on 0; 1). 
The second term in the right-hand-side converges to zero since h k is strong mixing. In this section we prove Theorem 1.1 by following the ideas in 26], but making them completely precise. In so doing we introduce a general method for addressing issues concerning the subgroups that typically arise as symmetry groups of !-limit sets.
In x3.1, we restate the main result. In particular, we de ne an appropriate class of perturbations | smooth ?-cocycles | and we de ne typicality in terms of sets of cocycles that are both residual and prevalent in the set of all cocycles.
These notions of residuality (or genericity) and prevalence are recalled in x3.2. It is also shown that for the problem at hand, genericity is a consequence of prevalence.
The proof is given in x3.3.
Statement of the result
We begin by specifying the requisite class of perturbations. Cocycle extensions are considered extensively in the ergodic theory literature, see for example 24, 31] . For the moment, we shall not make any assumptions on the group ?.
A ?-cocycle is a map : R n ! ? 0 satisfying the equivariance condition
for all 2 ?. If k is a non-negative integer or k = 1 we let Z k denote the space of compactly supported C k ?-cocycles. Note that Z k is a group under pointwise multiplication and is abelian if ? 0 is abelian. Moreover, Z k equipped with the C k uniform topology has the structure of a complete metric space and a topological group. Now suppose that f : R n ! R n is a C k ?-equivariant map and that x 0 2 R n . Let A = !(x 0 ) denote the !-limit set of x 0 under f. For each cocycle 2 Z k de ne f (x) = (x)f(x) and let A denote the !-limit set of x 0 under f . The mapping f : R n ! R n is called the extension of f by the cocycle and is ?-equivariant by condition (3.1).
When is near the identity we think of f as a small perturbation of f, in which case A is the perturbed !-limit set. Then we are interested in the symmetry group A of A . (c) The de nitions of residual and prevalent sets are recalled in x3.2, where we also show that it is su cient to prove prevalence of the set Z in (3.2).
Residual and prevalent sets
Suppose that X is a complete metric space and that R X is a subset. The set R is said to be residual in X if there are countably many open dense subsets U i X such that T i U i R. Residual subsets are dense in X (every complete metric space is a Baire space), and in particular they are nonempty.
Often a property is said to hold generically in X if it holds on a residual subset.
The implicit suggestion is that residual sets are in some sense large. However it is well known that even in R there are residual sets of Lebesgue measure zero. In nite dimensions it is reasonable to require large sets to have large measure (ideally their complements should have measure zero). In order to make sense of such a requirement in in nite dimensions, Hunt, Sauer and Yorke 20] introduce the notion of prevalence. Although formulated primarily for vector spaces, this notion also applies to abelian topological groups 21], and we recall the de nition of prevalence in this context (see also 9]). It is also possible to de ne prevalence in a reasonable way for nonabelian topological groups, see Mycielski 29] .
Suppose that in addition to being a complete metric space, X is also an abelian topological group (whose group operations are continuous with respect to the topology induced by the metric).
De nition 3.4 A Borel subset R X is prevalent if there is a compactly supported probability measure de ned on the Borel sets in X such that (y 2 X; x + y 2 R) = 1; for all x 2 X:
A general subset R X is prevalent if it contains a prevalent Borel set.
Remark 3.5 Hunt et al. introduce additional terminology where the complement X ? R of the prevalent set R is said to be shy and the measure is transverse to X ? R. We do not require these notions here.
For convenience we recall some basic properties of prevalence, see Hunt et al. 20] for details. Proposition 3.6 ( 20] ) Suppose that X has the structure of a complete metric space and an abelian topological group.
(a) If R is prevalent then so is every translate R + x. The only property of prevalent sets that we shall make explicit use of in this paper is (b). This is equivalent to equation (3.3) , and the theorem is proved. 4 The case ? 0 abelian
In this section, we generalize Theorem 3.2 to the case when only ? 0 is assumed to be abelian. As mentioned in the introduction, it is necessary to take into account the underlying dynamics. In addition, many of our results have simpler statements when the !-limit set A is assumed to be topologically transitive, that is, A = !(z) Remark 4.6 The`deterministic' game' that we have described is reminiscent of a simple symmetric random walk. For example, suppose that a player gambles repeatedly on the outcome of tosses of a coin. In particular, suppose that the coin is fair and that the player always chooses heads. Let a i = 1 if the i'th toss is a head and a i = ?1 if the i'th toss is a tail. Then s n de ned as before represents the players cumulative pro t or loss after the n'th toss. It is well-known that for each integer L, it is certain (probability one) that s n = L in nitely often. In particular, the player will eventually run out of money no matter the size of the initial funds. A ruinous Z 2 -symmetric game is a deterministic version of a simple symmetric random walk. The Z 2 -symmetry, as preserved by condition (4.2), ensures that the game is`fair'. The hypothesis that the game is`ruinous' implies that s n L in nitely often (this is no longer a probabilistic statement). As shown in the two examples below, a Z 2 -symmetric deterministic game is often, but not always, ruinous.
Example 1 Suppose that is a period two point, = fz; zg. After a transient, we have s n = (?1) n and the game is not ruinous.
Example 2 Suppose that z 2 is point of trivial isotropy and that g(z) = z.
Then the dynamical system is ruinous, as can be seen by choosing the bump function b so that z 2 V + . Since z 2 !(x 0 ), the iterates of x 0 under g lie in V + for arbitrarily long periods of time. Hence, there are arbitrary large blocks in which a n = 1 and this is enough to imply that fs n g is unbounded. (There are also arbitrarily large blocks in which a n = ?1 but this does not a ect the argument.)
In Theorem 4.8 below, we generalize Example 2 considerably. The upshot is that many Z 2 -symmetric systems are ruinous. Proof It is clear that the given condition is necessary for fs n g to be unbounded.
To prove su ciency, it is enough to show that for each n 0 there exists n 1 such that js n 1 j ? js n 0 j 1. Let fa 0 n g denote the corresponding sequence for x 0 . Since x 1 2 !(x 0 ), nite segments of arbitrarily length of the sequence fa n g are present also in fa 0 n g (up to any speci ed accuracy). Hence, condition (4.3) is also satis ed for fa 0 n g. Now apply Proposition 4.7.
Corollary 4.9 Suppose that 0 is a closed dynamically-invariant subspace of and that 0 is not Z 2 -symmetric. Then is ruinous. Now we complicate the situation somewhat. Let W be an open subset of R n that intersects . We say that the system is ruinous with respect to W if the subsequence fs n : g n (x 0 ) 2 Wg is unbounded. In terms of the game, this means that the player keeps track of the score s n as before but interprets this quantity as a pro t or loss only at times n when g n (x 0 ) 2 W. We say that the system is completely ruinous if it is ruinous with respect to all open sets W that intersect .
We feel that it is counterintuitive that in a ruinous system it is possible to choose W so that the pro ts balance the losses (within some bound) every time the trajectory g n (x 0 ) happens to lie in W. At the very least it would appear to be a rather strong restriction on the dynamics. Unfortunately, we have few results to substantiate our intuition (short of assuming that there is a symbolic dynamics). Thus we pose the following problem.
Open Problem Find reasonable conditions on a ruinous dynamical system such that the system is completely ruinous. (The bump function b may be modi ed if necessary.)
Associate to each y 2 a strictly increasing sequence fn k (y)g with g n k (y) (x 0 ) ! y. Let s k (y) = s n k (y) . Then fs k (y)g is a subsequence of fs n g. Proof It is clear that Y is closed. Suppose that y 2 Y . Then we can choose an increasing sequence fn k g such that fs k g is unbounded and g n k (x 0 ) ! y. Let n 0 k = n k + 1 so that g n 0 k (x 0 ) ! g(y). Then js 0 k ? s k j 1 for all k, so that fs 0 k g is unbounded and g(y) 2 Y proving part (b). Part (c) is immediate from parts (a) and (b).
Next we prove part (d). If Y is nonempty, then fs n g has an unbounded subsequence and hence is itself unbounded. Conversely, if fs n g is unbounded, we can pass to a monotone unbounded subsequence fs n j g. By compactness of we may pass if necessary to a further (necessarily unbounded) subsequence so that g n j (x 0 ) ! y 2 . By construction y 2 Y . , that is, A is (conjugate to) D k for some k. In particular the cyclic subgroups Z k SO (2) are not expected to be realized as the symmetry group of A. Note also that both the subgroups SO (2) and D 1 are realized by relative periodic orbits (example 2 in the introduction).
In this subsection, we show that if A contains a point z with isotropy subgroup z = 1 and if the dynamics in A is su ciently complicated, then typically A = SO(2) or A = O(2). (In x5 we relax the condition that some z has z = 1.)
To describe our results, it is convenient to quotient out the action of ? 0 = SO(2). Passing to the orbit space X = R n =SO(2), we have a map g : X ! X with an !-limit set = !(x 0 ). The group ?=? 0 = Z 2 acts on the orbit space, and g is equivariant with respect to this action. Denote the nontrivial element of Z 2 by . Our assumption on A implies that contains a point z with trivial isotropy (inside of Z 2 ).
Since the orbit space X is singular, there are technical problems in talking about smooth maps on X. To avoid these problems de ne R 0 to consist of those points x 2 R n with x \SO(2) = 1. Since R 0 is nonempty (by the assumption on A) it follows that R 0 is open and dense in R n . Moreover, SO(2) acts xed-point freely on R 0 and the orbit space X 0 = R 0 =SO(2) is a manifold. We shall need to speak about smoothness of a map on X only inside of X 0 . Thus the terminology that is ruinous or completely ruinous as de ned in x4.2 makes sense inside the orbit space X. We shall say that A is completely ruinous if is. It is su cient to prove that f s k g is dense in SO(2) for almost every 2 N. Since A is completely ruinous we can assume that fs k g is unbounded. As before, the problem transforms into a expanding sequence on the circle, and the theorem then follows from Corollary 2.5.
The general case ? 0 abelian
In this subsection, we extend our results for the group ? = O(2) to the general case of a compact Lie group ? O(n) with ? 0 abelian. Suppose that f : R n ! R n is a ?-equivariant map with an !-limit set A containing a point with trivial isotropy.
As before we quotient out the continuous symmetries ? 0 passing to the orbit space X = R n =? 0 . Hence we reduce to a H-equivariant map g : X ! X where H = ?=? 0 is a nite group. The map g has an !-limit set = !(x 0 ) containing points of trivial isotropy.
It will be convenient to use abelian notation in ? 0 from the outset. Write Proof The proof is almost identical to that of Theorem 4.12 up to the point where we reduce to a expanding sequence on the torus ? 0 , so we just sketch the details. The notation di ers from what we used previously, in part because we now use additive notation in ? 0 .
The bump function B lifts to a smooth matrix-valued map on R n . We can choose a neighborhood N of the identity in ? 0 small enough so that for each 2 N the almost constant cocycle (x) = B(x)( ) is well-de ned. By construction, satis es the equivariance condition (3.1) and lies in Z 1 .
Let f denote the corresponding cocycle extension of f. Then f n (x 0 ) = S n ( )f n (x 0 ). Suppose that y 2 A and let fn k g be an increasing sequence of integers with f n k (x 0 ) ! y. Then f n k (x 0 ) = S k ( )f n k (x 0 ) where S k ( ) = S n k ( ).
Since A is completely ruinous, we can assume that the corresponding subsequence fkS ?1 k k ?1 g is unbounded. In the usual way, the theorem follows from Theorem 2.6. The assumption of ?-hyperbolicity is unnecessarily strong. Actually, we require only that the group orbit of xed-point subspaces The !-limit set A is an invariant subset of Fix(T A ) for the restricted map f A . We make the simplifying (but noncrucial) assumption that A is topologically transitive. This assumption ensures that A is an !-limit set for f A . We say that A R n is completely ruinous if A Fix(T A ) is completely ruinous for the ? A -equivariant map f A . Proof Choose x 1 2 A so that !(x 1 ) = A. Let 
